
Our qualified fitness 
instructor will work with you 
to motivate and assist you to 
achieve your personal health 
and fitness goals, whether 
it is cardiovascular fitness, 
advanced strength, flexibility 
and/or weight loss. 

The first session will begin 
with a fitness evaluation.
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 DURATION USD

WELLNESS TRAINING

Personal Training-122 60-90 mins 220/250

Personal Training-122 60-90 mins 220/250

Personal Training-121 60-90 mins 110/150

Yoga-122 60-90 mins 220/250

Yoga-121 60-90 mins 110/150

Sunrise /SunsetYoga-122 60-90 mins 220/250

Sunrise /SunsetYoga-121 60-90 mins 110/150

Ashtanga Yoga-122 60-90 mins 220/250

Ashtanga Yoga-121 60-90 mins 110/150

Yoga Pranayama 121       90 mins 150

Meditation 121        30 mins 60

Kids Yoga 121        60 mins 110

Rhythmic Yoga 121        60 mins 110

Yogilates 121        60 mins 110

Pilates-122                                                                   60-90 mins 220/250

Pilates-121                                                                    60-90 mins 110/150

Manual Stretching                                                    30-60 mins 60/110

Boxing/Kickboxing-122                                            60-90 mins 220/250

Boxing/Kickboxing -121                                           60-90 mins 110/150

Zumba-122                                                                         90 mins 150

Zumba-121      60 mins 110

Piloxing-122      60 mins 150

Piloxing-121      60 mins 110

Functional Training-122      60 mins 150

Circuit Training-122      60 mins 150

Circuit Training-121      60 mins 110

Boot Camp-122      60 mins 150

Boot Camp-121      60 mins 110

ADDITIONAL PERSON CHARGE:

Personal Training 60 mins 25

Yoga 60mins 25

Pilates 60mins 25

Kickboxing 60mins 25

Boxing 60mins 25

Zumba 60mins 25

Piloxing 60mins 25

Functional Training 60mins 25

Circuit Training 60mins 25

Prices are in US Dollars and subject to 10% service charge and 12% T-GST



CIRCUIT TRAINING

This is a form of body conditioning or resistance training 
using high-intensity aerobics that targets strength building 
and muscular endurance. 

Mainly, circuit has of 6-10 stations (exercise) to complete 
as one cycle. If one station is complete, you have to move 
on the next station again until you complete all the given 
stations. Time between exercises in circuit training is short, 
often with rapid movement to the next. For this reason, 
this type of circuit training is often referred to ‘Lactic Acid 
Interval Training’ which promotes higher calories burn.

MANUAL STRETCHING

Stretching is a form of physical exercise in which a specific 
muscle or tendon is stretched in order to improve the 
muscle’s felt elasticity and achieve comfortable muscle 
tone.

Stretches are mostly from combine approach of Yoga and 
Thai Massage which help you achieve a full relaxation after 
your exhausting muscle and add up with pressure point to 
relieve tensions. Assisting you with easy and smooth hands 
on adjustment to help you maximize every stretches which 
allows you to explore your own edge of full mobility and 
joint range.

COMBATIVE BOXING AND KICKBOXING

Combative type of exercise using combination of punching 
and kicking technique that will definitely boost your 
adrenaline which allow you to sweat and release stress 
hormones. You will be able to learn and deliver the proper 
way and technique of throwing punches and kicks in athletic 
or fitness setting. In addition, experience the fun and 
challenging program training which a pro fighter look like 
do; punching bag, punching mitts, kicking pads, conditioning 
drill (calisthenics), shadow boxing and kickboxing, skipping 
rope, and more….

PERSONAL TRAINING

Customizing your training regimen base on your special 
need, Fitness and Health condition. Fitness trainer may able 
to maximize your workout training at any level, providing 
you a different approach that absolutely suit to your 
personal need and able to meet your realistic goal. Personal 
Fitness training may enhance your overall fitness level as you 
go through the components of fitness; Muscular Strength, 
Cardiovascular Endurance, and Flexibility at different 
approaches in the field of fitness industry.

PILOXING

Uniquely blending two of the industry’s most powerful 
and timeless disciplines (Boxing and Pilates) and adds the 
third element of dance in this high energy interval workout. 
Pilates meets Boxing meets Dance. Pilates and Boxing share 
a very important commonality that is crucial to both, the 
CORE. The power to throw punches, the ability to stabilize 
and create true balance…Core. This dynamic program moves 
through heart pumping, power boxing combination to 
sculpt and lengthening Pilates-influenced movement to ‘let 
yourself go’ dance release, and go back around again.

ZUMBA FITNESS

The class that started the dance-fitness revolution and 
changed the way we look at a “workout” forever. It’s fun, 
effective and best of all? Made for everyone!

FUNCTIONAL FITNESS

Functional training helps provide you with the strength, 
stability, power, mobility, endurance and flexibility that you 
need to thrive as you move through your life and sport. You 
use your basic functional movement patterns like pushing, 
pulling, hinging, squatting, rotating, carrying, and gait 
patterns (walking and running) every day. Exercises are 
applies to clients of any age, sport or ability as it provides 
you the progressions and regressions of every exercises. 

Functional training utilizes exercises that improve your 
movement proficiency in these primary patterns to give you 
an edge and enhance your performance so you can achieve 
your goals safely and with good health. Exercise session 
might be done in both music base rhythm or in time base.
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ASSISTIVE MORNING BEACH JOG/RUN

Morning jog is the best way to start your day to become 
more active as you go through the majestic view of sunrise 
and other views around the Island while burning sort of 
calories. It is the time to take off your shoes and let your 
feet feel connected with the ground of white sands. Jogging 
or running with barefoot as guided by fitness expert will 
help you train your feet to become stronger and injuries 
free. And at the end, experience some Yogic poses to help 
your mind and body to relax and calm.

MAT PILATES

Mat Pilates exercise routine focus on strengthening the 
muscles of the hips, back, abdominals, and glutes or what 
we known the powerhouse of our body. Exercises are 
looking simple but require stabilization of the torso and 
focused effort to keep the abdominals contracted and 
working throughout the exercise. Even without added 
equipment, the workout is challenging and provides great 
toning benefits.

COMBATIVE BOXING AND KICKBOXING

Combative type of exercise using combination of punching 
and kicking technique that will definitely boost your 
adrenaline which allow you to sweat and release stress 
hormones. You will be able to learn and deliver the proper 
way and technique of throwing punches and kicks in athletic 
or fitness setting. In addition, experience the fun and 
challenging program training which a pro fighter look like 
do; punching bag, punching mitts, kicking pads, conditioning 
drill (calisthenics), shadow boxing and kickboxing, skipping 
rope, and more….

BEACH BOOTCAMP

Bootcamp is one popular program in the field of fitness 
industry in this present time. The program includes military 
base exercises which fitness experts adopt to bring the 
exercise more effective and safe in all kind of age. This 
program is designed to build strength and fitness through a 
variety of intense group intervals over a one hour period of 
time.

Bootcamp in the fitness industry promote fat loss, 
camaraderie, and team effort. The program may organize 
indoor or outdoor using bodyweight exercises like push up, 
squats, burpees, interspersed with running, and competitive 
games.

MALDIVIAN WARRIOR WORKOUT

Go head straight to the shore to work on your beach body. 
Sunrise and sunset will be a perfect time to take things out, 
having fun and enjoyable workout to the shore. Apart from 
the spectacular views and mood booster from spending 
time at the beach, your muscles will have an extra challenge 
stabilizing you in the sand.

Training routine are mostly functional which adopt the 
Maldivian way of living back in few age ago. We use wood 
logs and coconut shells as resistance or as weight bearing to 
add up spice to your training.
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